KREEPY KRAULY®

HUG BUG
POOL CLEANERS
®

THE CUTE, CLEVER, COLOURFUL POOL CLEANER
The Hug Bug is one of Kreepy Krauly’s® latest development in automatic pool cleaning technology. The Hug Bug
will clean your pool by firstly scrubbing your pool walls and floor, removing dirt particles with its rows of tiny rubber
scrubbers and then secondly it immediately vacuums away the dirt and debris and sends it right where it belongs - to
your pool’s filtration system. Having a dirty pool is about to become a thing of the past, thanks to Kreepy Krauly Hug Bug.

Hug Bug features the exclusive SmartTrac
programmed steering. SmartTrac assures
complete cleaning coverage from your pool
floor to the waterline, manoeuvring Hug Bug
around corners, swim-outs and steps. It’s
truly a “set it and forget it” pool cleaner.
2-way cleaning action-patented footpad
design scrubs and dislodges debris from
the pool surface while its powerful vacuum
action whisks it away.
Wide body design allows the Kreepy Krauly
Hug Bug to cut a broad 300 mm cleaning
path for fast cleaning.
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HUG BUG
POOL CLEANERS
®

Hug Bug’s rows of flexible rubber scrubbing teeth dislodge
stubborn dirt and vacuum it away.

Wide 300 mm body cuts a broad cleaning path for faster
cleaning coverage;

set it and forget it:
Remove the Kreepy Krauly Hug Bug cleaner from the box, attach the hose, place it in the water and watch it attack dirt
as it hugs the bottom and sides of your pool cleaning the dirt and debri.
Key features include:
•

No assembly required. Just attach to hose and go.

•

Devours everything in it path from dirt, sand, pollen, leaves, twigs and insects while helpiong to scrub away algae,
loose scale and soft calcium deposits.

•

Adjustable regulator valve lets you set just the right cleaning speed to assure the most effective cleaning possible.

•

No annoying diaphragms to replace.

•

2-year limited warranty.

Join More Than 3 Million Satisfied Customers
The family of Kreepy Krauly cleaners is simply the most popular name in pool cleaner history. Their performance and
long-term reliability have been trusted by over 3 million pool owners worldwide.
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